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With the rapid progress in the building of information, a tremendous amount of data has 
been accumulated in taxation bureau from various tax management information systems 
which are launched in different period and came from different developer, made use of by 
different business department. However, these data come into being many “Information Silo”, 
without effectual integration. They are very difficult to serve managers more conveniently to 
make up their decisions. In 2006, Nation Taxation Bureau of XX Province introduced the tax 
assessment into computer management, in which the index system is the key of the success. 
But now the tax assessment index system is still manually established and maintained, which 
affects the rationality and justice of the tax assessment index system. In this kind of system, 
the screen-out object is so lack of persuasion as to affect the assessment efficiency and quality. 
Therefore according to the real situation, this article introduced an intelligent screening 
system of the tax assessment with the BI technology，it is mainly a discussion on data mining 
technology, which can avoid manual interference, reduce workload of the staff and promote 
the quality and efficiency of tax assessment. 
In order to establish an intelligent screening system of tax assessment, this article studies 
the data mining technology and explains its application in tax assessment. Firstly this article 
studied the application of data mining technology in other fields and other tax departments. 
Through learning the process model and the technique model of data mining, it analyzed the 
application and situation of tax assessment system and chose the right mean of data mining: 
classification model. Secondly after studying several arithmetic of classification model and 
the features of tax data and index, it decided to use ID3 (Information Definition) of decision 
tree to realize the operation. Finally according to the process model of data mining, it 
designed the screening system of tax assessment based on ID3, realized the automatic 
establishment and maintenance of the tax assessment index system and promoted the 
rationality and justice of the assessment object. 
Through the application in Nation Tax Bureau of XX Province, the index screening 
system of tax assessment has solved the problems of index screening, security value decision, 
index and security value maintenance and the lack of scientific screening of assessment 
object with computer intelligence instead of manual operation. 
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